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already a long story…
• 8 years of text-mining activities at Swiss-Prot to help 
curators screen the scientific literature. 
• participation in European projects:
–
BioMinT (FP5 “ Quality of Life”  project)
–
FELICS (FP6 “ Research Infrastructure”  project)
–
SLING (FP6 “ Research Infrastructure”  project)
• projects funded by the SNF:
–
EAGL 
–
UniMedNa
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…with three main lessons learnt
• Human knowledge and expertise is difficult 
to emulate
• Discrepancies exist between research 
objectives and curation requirements
• Integration in an annotation platform is 
mandatoryNatu
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IR: which search engine?
• Many tools exist to retrieve and rank documents according 
to a query (Lucene, easyIR, txtmatch).
• But, curators have their own strategy to retrieve 
information:
–
They use contextual knowledge, 
–
They directly screen full-text articles, 
–
They use connections provided by citations,
–
They use multiple sources of information (databases, Google, 
etc.) 
• In conclusion, other IR engines hardly compete with 
PubMed.N
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The precision/recall trade-off
Two principal classes of methods for text-mining based on:
• Patterns and rules:
–
can be manually tuned for good precision
–
creation of patterns and rules is time-consuming 
–
designed only for a specific application
• Machine learning:
–
able to generalize, usually good recall but often insufficient precision
–
needs large annotated corpora for training, which necessitate 
curation expertise.
Precision is more important than recall  in  
text-mining tools for curators.
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A successful niche
Failing to provide a global system of IR/IE for the 
UniProt curation, we have redirected our efforts to 
more modest applications based on patterns and 
rules, namely:
•  The follow-up of the literature on enzymes
•  The update of information on protein variants
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A pipeline to follow up newly published 
information on enzymes
Sentence extraction: 
• on enzyme 
characterisation
• on kinetic and physico-
chemical properties 
• On 3D structure 
resolution
(with gazetteer-based 
techniques)
OUTPUT
Input:
•  EC number
•  Enzyme name
•  Species (opt.)
Query construction:
• Additional synonyms from 
ENZYME & INTENZ
• additional keywords
• additional species synonyms
Query filtration:
• Documents on newly 
sequenced enzymes
(with sequence-related MeSH)
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A pipeline for variant information update
OUTPUT
Input:
List of 11,151 
UniProtKB AC 
of human 
proteins entries 
with variants.
Query construction:
• Gene/protein names and 
synonyms (from GPSDB)
• additional keywords 
(mutations, polymorphisms 
etc.)
Sentence extraction:
with 4 pattern types,  
• L45H
• Leu 45 -> His
• 45Leu -> His
• The leucine 45 to 
histidine polymorphism
Sentence filtration:
TELT_HUMAN (O15273) 
       39 MMRMGI L GRGLQE  52
L45H:
                                         H
Yip Y.L., Lachenal N., Pillet V., Veuthey A-L.: J. Bioinform. Comput. Biol. 5:1215-1231(2007). 
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Some challenging developments (1)
Information extraction from full-text articles:
–
gene/protein names, orf names
–
PTMs, isoforms, mutations and polymorphisms
–
experimental procedures
• Technical challenges:
–
HTML and PDF processing
–
analysis of tables, figures and supplementary material
–
information filtering through article’ s section detection 
(Background, Methods, Results, Discussion)
–
combination of information, eg. results with related experimental 
procedureNat
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Novelty detection:
• In UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot over 100’ 000 protein sequences have no 
functional annotation, it is important to follow the literature to find: 
–
 new functional characterization
–
 changed or additional functions 
–
 new protein structures
• Technical challenges:
–
identification of the concerned protein (detection of orf names 
and species, usually in full-text)
–
detection of new facts out of redundant observations reported in 
the literature.
Some challenging developments (2)
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Metadata on publications
• Annotation of articles with metadata, eg. official 
gene names, GO terms, species, etc.
• Directly provided by the authors or suggested by 
text-mining tools and corrected by the authors.
• Some journals started to implement such data 
(FEBS initiative,  Plant Physiology with A. 
Thaliana orf names).
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…and don’ t forget
• Human knowledge and expertise is difficult 
to emulate
• Discrepancies exist between research 
objectives and curation requirements
• Integration in an annotation platform is 
mandatoryNatu
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